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to give unconditional promises because the political situation might prevent
giving absolute guarantees that the remedial Act could be passed. Mr. Andrews
said that he feared Mr. Gandhi's vow would prove an insuperable obstacle. I
suggested that Mr. Gandhi could give evidence as regards the disturbances as
he expresses readiness to do this. He could then by leave address the Court,
state his conditions, giving arguments and say that while fully accepting the
capacity and authority of the Commission to decide on questions of fact, he
reserved to himself and his colleagues absolute discretion to take their own
courses on matters of political principle, and concerning his own conscience.
He hoped that the Commission would arrive at a right judgment but that nei-
ther he nor his colleagues could give further evidence. Mr. Andrews said
that this gave a ray of light. Nothing could shake Mr. Gandhi on matters of
conscience. The vow might still create great difficulty. Mr. Gandhi's life, on
a former occasion, had been attempted in Johannesburg by two Pathans be-
cause, after taking a vow, he had come to an agreement. But he would do
his best to induce Mr. Gandhi to take this course if the Government assurances
were not satisfactory. He said further that, while Sir Benjamin Robertson was
an excellent official, he would not understand the subtle and sensitive working
of Mr. Gandhi's mind. I have given this information to General Smuts. How
far Mr. Andrews correctly interprets Mr. Gandhi's views I cannot say, but
if he speaks with accurate knowledge, the situation looks more hopeful. The
Government, moreover, are in a better position to take a generous view than
at any previous time. Their firm and courageous action in dealing with the
strike firmly establishes their authority and reputation which various events
had shaken. Mr. Gandhi's action hi holding his hand while the Government
were in difficulties has been much appreciated. If concessions are now made
to the British Indians, no one can allege that they are made under coercion,
I sincerely trust therefore that the outcome may be satisfactory.
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APPENDIX
EXTRACTS FROM SOLOMON COMMISSION REPORT
As the Bill based upon the recommendations of the Commission may be
published very soon, we do not propose to give many extracts from the Report
Moreover, the full report is available at 9d. per copy in Cape Town. We give,
however, some of the salient points from it.   We have not found it possible to
condense the exhaustive sketch of the marriage and the £3 questions.   We have,
therefore,  been  obliged to  content ourselves with merely giving the text of
the recommendations on these   two   points.   The   curious   must search the
Report itself.  The document occupies 38 foolscap pages from which we take
tke following:

